IN-DA Product Portfolio Introductory

The aim of this course is to familiarize the participants with the active product portfolio of Digital Substation Product India.

Objectives
After this course the participant will be able to:
- Choose appropriate Relays as per application requirement

Participant profile
System engineers, Sales, Marketing and Purchase Engineers.

Prerequisites
Participants shall have a good knowledge of protection relays and the electrical network to be controlled.

Course method
This is an instructor led seminar with classroom lectures and demonstrations. The language of the course is English.

Duration
The duration of the course is one day.

Topics
- Electromechanical and Static relays
- SPACOM series relays
- Relion*605 series relays
- Relion*611 series relays
- Relion*615 series relays
- Relion*620 series relays
- Relion*630 series relays
- COM600 Grid Automation Controller
- SUE3000 Fast Bus Transfer Device